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Goals and Objectives

 Goal: To demonstrate the use and usefulness of a dermoscope in the 

practice of Family Medicine, such that attendees will consider trying it out.

 Objectives:

 Discuss the basic information on dermoscopy: how it works, when it’s useful in 

Family Medicine, basic vocabulary

 Mention research supporting use of dermoscopy

 Present the TADA algorithm as a useful method to reap dermoscopy’s benefits in 

recognizing skin cancers, without a need for long periods of training

 Drill on pattern recognition, to build confidence that TADA can be used with little 

to no prior training

 Touch on how to obtain more training, if desired



 Dermoscopy: 

 The use of a handheld light-source 

 With magnification (10 X) 

 To examine surface and subsurface features of cutaneous lesions

 Scope can be called a dermoscope or a dermatoscope

What Is Dermoscopy?



 Use a clear liquid medium—alcohol or U/S gel—and skin contact

 Optics avoid light reflection off skin

 Non-polarized light: Scope will focus just below skin surface  

 Mostly views the most superficial skin layer, the epidermis.

 Polarized light: Polarizing filter will only let through light waves reflected off 

deeper surfaces, more than once

 Views the dermal-epidermal junction and the upper dermis layer

How Does It Work?
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When Is Dermoscopy Useful in Family 

Medicine? 

 Recognizing skin cancers:

 Handheld dermoscopes were developed to aid diagnosis of melanoma

 Also very useful for BCC, useful for SCC

 Recognizing common benign and premalignant lesions:

 Many are described: AK, seb K, nevus, angioma, wart, molluscum, etc.

 Recognizing infections and infestations:

 Can see scabies mites directly—way easier than scrapings!—and some fungi

 Boosting rates of appropriate skin procedures:

 Faster and easier removal of skin cancers for patients

 Opportunity for many simple procedures for family docs



Usefulness #2: The Finances of 

Dermoscopy

 Dermoscopy not separately reimbursed: “basic diagnostic equipment” 

 Excision of skin lesions reimbursed fairly generously—especially if cancer

 Most lesions suspicious for cancer: may remove by shave biopsy

 If CA, and the margins are not clear, complete excision

 80% of skin CA’s basal cell (BCC)

 Shave biopsies completely remove most superficial and nodular BCC’s

 Shave biopsies quick, and don’t scar much

 Cost of dermoscopes: $200 to $1500—expect to spend ~$1000 

 Cost-effectiveness: generally “pay for themselves” within 4 to 8 procedures 



Evidence for Dermoscopy

 Higher diagnostic odds ratio for melanoma of 4.7 (49%) and 3.7 (56%) and 

15.6

 Kittle H, et al. Lancet Oncol 2002;3:159-65

 Bafounta ML, et al. Arch Dermatol 2001;137:1343-50.

 3.Vestergaard M, et al. Br J Dermatol 2008;159:669-76

 Reduce benign to malignant excision ratio from 18:1 to 4:1 (Carli P, et al. Br J 

Dermatol 2004;150:687-92.)

 Reduced rate among PCPs for benign pigmented lesions excised or referred by 

63.5%

 Sensitivity for diagnosing melanoma 38% naked eye vs. 72% with 

dermoscopy(Menzies SW, et al. Br J Dermatol 2009; 161: 1270-7 



Basic Vocabulary: Primary Morphology

 Gross 

Macule, patch, papule, plaque, nodule, tumor, wheal, 
vesicle, bulla, pustule

 Dermatoscopic

 Pigmented network, globules, dots, streaks, vascular 
structures, blue-white veil, negative network, 
homogenous blue, structureless areas, blotches, 
regression structures, clods, lines—thick/straight/curved/ 
radial/parallel/branched, ridges, acral (palms and soles), 
pseudopods



Basic Vocabulary for Use of TADA

 Network: Net-like pattern of increased pigment

 Results from melanocytes “stacked” on each other, from undulations of rete ridges

 Negative Network:  “photographic negative” of a network

 Pigment where the spaces should be, and white where the network lines should be.

 Shiny White (or Crystalline) Structures: Reflections from abnormal underlying 
collagen--reflects bright white patterns 

 Shape of brightness characteristic of the lesion type—mostly found in skin cancers, but 
some benign lesions can show it also.

 Globules: Small dots of melanin, as viewed in the 10X magnification.

 Starburst pattern: Streaks extending in all directions from the center of the lesion, 
often with globules on the leading edges—suggests rapid growth.

 Common terms you already know: (Dis)organized, (a)symmetric, vessels, 
ulceration, and individual lesions—seb K, angioma, and dermatofibroma.



Am Fam Physician. 2013 Oct 

1;88(7):441- 450.
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Marghoob A, et al. AFP 2013;88(7); 441-50



Triage Amalgamated Dermoscopic

Algorithm (TADA)

 Developed by Drs. Marghoob and Jaimes

 Also developed the most comprehensive dermoscopy system, the 2-Step 

Algorithm

 Simpler screening of skin lesions, to determine need for biopsy or referral

 No expertise in dermoscopy needed

 Must recognize the exceptions to the algorithm up front: SK, DF, HA

 Further decisions provided by the algorithm

 This presentation will prepare you for TADA



TADA



Skin Lesion of Concern



Seb K as seen by dermoscopy

 Significant variation in structure, pigmentation, and appearance

 “Milia-like dots” flash into prominence on non-polarized light

 Comedal openings (think acne) on non-polarized light

 Seb K’s have gross “stuck-on” appearance, with moth-eaten edges

 Seb K variants: 

 Fissures and ridges

 “Fat fingers” 

 “Cerebroform” 



1. Sharply demarcated borders

1. Milia-like cyst

2. Comedo-like opening

3. Fissures & ridges (cerebriform)

4. Fingerprint-like

5. Hairpin vessels

6. Moth-eaten borders

Seborrheic Keratosis Dermoscopic













Dermatofibroma per dermoscopy

 Dermatofibroma is a macular, scar-like lesion with pigment/central clearing

 Other frequent DF features:

 Apparent fine peripheral network

 “Vascular blush”--diffuse pink color, seen by non-contact polarized dermoscopy

 “Ring-like globules”—small, but form ring shapes

 “Shiny white streaks”

 Grossly, the lesion “dimples” when squeezed: + dimple sign –no other folds



Structures:
1. Peripheral fine network
2. Central white or pink scar-

like area
3. Ring-like globules
4. Dotted vessels (either 

centrally distributed or 
diffusely distributed 
throughout the lesion)

Dermatofibroma             
Dermoscopic









Hemangiomata seen by dermoscopy

 Vascular lacunae are the typical feature

 Can be black (acanthoma), deep maroon, or red (angioma)

 Angiokeratoma can have red, blue, and black lacunae

 Clear cell acanthoma has tiny lacunae, linked in a “string of pearls” pattern

 Trauma, with small hematomas in the skin, with similar appearance

 Avoid biopsy of vascular lesions—they bleed!



Lacunae separated by white septae
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Angioma
Dermoscopic



TADA Algorithm

 3 steps to ID worrisome lesions:

 Eliminate benign “exceptions”

 Refer/Bx disorganized lesions

 ID worrisome features:

 Starburst OR negative network

 Abnl vessels OR ulcerations

 Shiny white OR blue or gray

 Biopsy or refer worrisome lesions

 Reassure & monitor other lesions

 Doesn’t require expertise!



Let’s Try It!



Worrisome or not?
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Worrisome or Not?



TADA Summary

 Interprets dermoscopy images accurately, with no expertise necessary!

 Eliminate seb K, DF, or angioma

 Assess organization of lesion—biopsy or refer if disorganized

 Look for:

 Starburst or negative network pattern—if present, biopsy or refer

 Abnormal vessels/multiple vessel types or ulcerations—Bx or refer

 Blue/blue-black or gray colors or shiny white structures—Bx or refer 

 If none of these trigger, can monitor only



Very Interested?  You Can Do More!

 Dermoscopy is a skill which can fit within the scope of Family Medicine

 More thorough initial training, combined with frequent use of your 
dermoscope, can build expertise

 More thorough algorithms to interpret dermoscopic images are available; 
in the U.S., the dominant algorithm is the 2-Step Algorithm (2-SA)

 I would strongly recommend the American Dermoscopy Meeting if you 
desire to become expert at dermoscopy

 It’s a 3-day conference, with a pre-conference session for neophytes

 It covers all things dermoscopy, adding new materials as discoveries are made

 It’s held near a national park or forest every summer (2023: Vermont)

 There is a dermoscopy app from Dr. Richard Usatine to practice the 2-SA
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Two-step diagnostic procedure

Step 1

Order of dx.

1. DF

2. BCC

3. SCC

4. SK

5. Hemangioma

6. Clear cell 
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7. Seb hyperplasia
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Includes:

Two step algorithm

All Charts

50 Unknown cases

Many images 



Summary

 Dermoscopy is a helpful tool for all family docs, which can be used with or 

without extensive training

 Without much training, you can use the TADA algorithm

 With more training, the 2-Step Algorithm helps ID specific lesions, both malignant 

and benign

 Dermoscopy is especially suited to diagnosis of skin cancers

 Your patients will benefit from finding lesions suspicious for CA early! 
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